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Getting here

Location

Most guests arrive on commercial flights to Puerto Montt. 
From here, the Lodge is a 130 kilometer (81 mile) route 

(approximately 2.5 hours) to Tagua Tagua Lake.  All airport 
transfers are included within the packge, and helicopter 

transfers are available at an additional charge.

We will welcome you with a snack as you settle into your 
cozy room.

Located on a large 60- hectare (150 acre) site above lake 
Tagua Tagua and the Puelo River, Barraco lodge is the ideal 
platform for the exploration of northern Patagonia, with its 
multitude of hidden lakes, never ending granite walls, un-
touched rivers and some of the oldest forest on the planet .



The Lodge
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Activities

kayakheli-skiingrelaxtrekking

SUP

cooking camping/ hunting horse riding

fly fishing heli adventures



Trekking

Prepare your soul and body to 
be ready for walk! There are a 

few trekking options from 
Barraco. Our most popular is to 
Tagua Tagua National Park, and 

we also offer days trips to Cocha-
mó, and smaller hikes that leave 

right from our property.



Relax

On a warm day, enjoy our large 
patio with wood-fired hottubs.
Prefer to be inside? The fire is 

always going in our cozy 
livingoom and is a perfect place 

to unwind.



Heli Skiing

Offered during the months of 
September - December at Yates 
Volcano. After a short flight from 

the lodge,the skiers are dro-
pped at 2000 mts, from where 

they can observe the island 
of Chiloé, the Reloncavi Fjord, 

Osorno, Puntiagudo and 
Tronador volcanoes. From 

here they will do two descents, 
totaling an average of a 1000 

vertical meters each.



Kayak

Recommended  during  November  –  March.  
We  sail in our boats through Lake Tagua Tagua to 

Puerto Maldonado. From there  we start rowing 
towards the magnificent waterfall passing through 

the bar where 
Rio Puelo fills the Lake.

We  come  to  one  of  the  greenest  bodies  of  
water  in  the  area,  in  a  landscape  formed  by  the  
impressive  mountains  of  Patagonia,  and  observe  

wildlife  such  as  Chungungos,  Caiquenes,  and  
Ibis.  Helicopter  drop  is  also  an  option.  

Sup



Flyfishing

Arriving  at  this  crystal  clear  
water  river  you  will  have  the  
opportunity  of  fishing  native  
and  energetic  rainbow  trout  

and  King  Salmon  meanwhile  
one  of  our  guides  will  prepa-
re  some  exquisite  wild  food  
on  site  that  you  can  enjoy  

with  some  chilean  wine  and  
soft  drinks.



Heli - Adventures

Take a ride into the ancient 
rainforests of Patagonia and  get  

to  know  some  of  the  most  
beautiful  granite  mountains  in  
the  world.  We  dare  you  meet  

the  monster  face  to  face!-
Many  activities  are  offered  

with  the  helicopter.  Trekking,  
fishing,  skiing,  kayaking  and  

much  more  –  just  ask!



Gastronomy

Get  to  know  our  local  
products  and  cook  with  our  

main  chef  in  one  of  her  
amazing  private  lessons.  Feel  

free  to  enter  the  kitchen  whe-
never  you  want.  Our  recipes  

are  your  recipes!



HeliBike

Enjoy the best routes in Patagonian forests, 
rivers and unexplored paths.

For trail, enduro and MTB lovers.



Horse-riding

Recommended  during  No-
vember  –  March.  This  ex-

cursion  begins  cruising  up  
across  Lake  Tagua  Tagua  to  
Isla  Jabali,  where  we  keep  

the  horses.  Heading  out,  we  
begin  the  ride  on  a  trail  that  

passes  the  wetlands  of  the  
Mallin  River,  flanked  by  an  

evergreen  forest  speckled  with  
native  trees  such  as  arrayanes,  

coigues,  and  avellanos. 
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